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The End of the Beginning, Maj Redmon’s Fini Flight

26 Oct 2016 - Members of San Diego Group 8 gathered at Fallbrook Air Park for the Jim Redmon's
"final" flight as Commander of Group 8. Jim has
done a magnificent job and members of Group 8
showed their appreciation for this outstanding
leader. The Fini Flight is a USAF tradition dating
back to World War II where aircrew members, upon completion of their final flight or "fini flight" in

Group 8 Friends & Family Gather at Fallbrook Airpark

Nina Redmon

CALIFORNIA WING

a particular squadron, airframe or command, are met at the end of the flight and
are "hosed down" by their comrades, family and friends to celebrate the successful completion of one phase of the airman's life and beginning of the next. While
it has been a tradition in some squadrons over the years, Col Jon Stokes made it
official in CAWG a year ago as he turned over command.
Nina had the first shot

“Call the Ball”

Thanking the Major

Toasting the Major
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Group 8 Awards Banquet

All in the Family

On 28 October 2016 - The Group 8 Awards Banquet
was held at the Casa Machado Restaurant at Montgomery Field. Fallbrook Senior Squadron 87 took
home seven awards including Senior Squadron of
the Year. Squadron 87 Commander, Capt Bill Rote,
sent out the following statement to the squadron
via e-mail:

The San Diego Group 8
Awards Banquet brought
recognition to the extended family of Squadron 87.
C/CMSgt Christine Lee
was awarded Cadet NCO
of the year for the Group.

Ladies and Gentlemen of Squadron 87,
Tonight was a very proud night for our squadron. At the awards
banquet, tonight I was repeatedly pleased to hear members of
SQ87 being recognized for their efforts and achievements. I’ve
attached a photo of some of the award plaques, the others went
home with their rightful owners.

Her Father, Maj Rich Lee,
accepted the award on
her behalf.

To recap the results:
Aerospace Officer of the Year - Lt Col Vinny Lostetter
Counter Drug Officer of the Year - Lt Col Jerry Rohles
Mission Observer of the Year - 1Lt Bill Ulmer
Public Affairs Officer of the Year - 2d Lt Jerry Camp
Safety Officer of the Year - Capt Steve Parker
Senior Member of the Year - Maj Stu Oster
Squadron of the Year - Fallbrook Senior Squadron 87
I couldn’t be more proud of this group, nor more humbled by the
opportunity to lead what is clearly the finest squadron in all of
CAP. Congratulations everyone. Well done!

Capt Bill Rote, CAP
Commander, Fallbrook Squadron 87

Congratulations to all the Squadron 87 members who were recognized for their service to their community.

Integrity - Volunteer Service - Excellence - Respect
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Ramona Open House and Air Fair

CAP-418 is Back!

15 Oct 2016 – Members of Squadron 87 spent a
beautiful day helping out at the Ramona Airport
Open House. We performed a number of jobs at
the open house, giving control tower tours, manning shuttle stops, answering aviation questions,
giving directions and telling the CAP story. Of
course we put kids in the pilot’s seat of CAP-418.
The dedicated members of SQ-87 were: Squadron
Commander Capt Bill Rote, Lt Col Ron Goins, Maj Rich Lee, Maj Stu Oster, 2d Lt Jerry
Camp, 2d Lt Richard Giroux and 2d Lt Tiffany Ward. Each one of these senior members
was outstanding and represented CAP well. Well Done one and all!

11 Oct 2016 - Maj Stu Oster and Maj Jim Redmon performed a Functional Check
Flight of CAP 418 at San Luis
Obispo (KSBP) before accepting it from the maintenance shop. It has been there
since July undergoing repairs
and San Diego Group 8 is very
anxious to get it back to San
Diego County! SM Derek Martin joined Jim and Stu on the
flight up in CAP 403. They returned the airplane to Montgomery Field (KMYF) that
evening.

Integrity - Volunteer Service - Excellence - Respect
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O-Rides

C-17 Hop

8 Oct 2016 - Your SQ-87 O-Ride crew made the trip to Gillespie Field (KSEE) to fly SQ-144 Cadets with SQ-57. The
182’s, CAP-403 and CAP-457 were the work horses of the
day. Your SQ-87 Team was Maj Tom Buscemi, Maj Roy
Knight, Capt Fred Clark, 2d Lt David West and 2d Lt Jerry
Camp. Maj Jim Redmon, Commander Group 8, came and
flew the last two flights. Capt Mark Nicholson and SM David Bowidowicz flew CAP-457 for SQ-57. This evolution
could not have been completed without the effort of
1Lt Eric A. Ferdinandwalters’ coordination. SQ-144 Commander 1Lt Jennifer Davenport was also on hand.

29 Oct 2016 - March
Field – Capt Bill Rote
joined Lt Col Vinny Lostetter and the Cadets of
Vista High School JROTC
in a C-17 flight around
the Southwest United
States. They flew to Las
Vegas, The Grand Canyon and Back to March
Air Reserve Base.
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Rich, Nick and the Skyhawk By Maj Roy Knight
On September 23, 1985, a Cessna 172P Skyhawk, N99700, was born in Wichita, Kansas. Built expressly for the Civil Air Patrol, CAP 3210 as
it was to be called, was painted a beautiful red, white and blue with a Lycoming O-320 180hp engine, and the latest in avionics and Direction Finding (DF) equipment. Soon, she headed east to North Carolina where this shiny new representative of the most ubiquitous aircraft
of all time began service. To date, more than 43,000 Cessna 172’s in several variants have been built. No other aircraft in history has been
produced in these numbers. The Civil Air Patrol claims the largest fleet of Cessna single engine aircraft with almost 550 Cessna 172, 182 and
206 aircraft assigned to Wings all over the United States and Puerto Rico. CAP 3210 was a beautiful example of the model.
Assigned to the Ashville Composite Squadron of the North Carolina Wing, whose roots go back to the very beginnings of the Civil Air Patrol
in 1942, CAP 3210 began an interesting, albeit unremarkable by CAP standards, journey of service. Like all of the aircraft in the CAP fleet,
she served in a variety of roles including flying the emergency services missions of Search and Rescue (SAR), Counter Drug (CD) and Disaster
Relief (DR). Among the searches CAP 3210 participated in there were distress “Finds” and working on some high profile SAR’s such as the
search for aviation legend Scott Crossfield who was lost in a storm.
Another valuable function was flying cadet orientation flights, during which CAP introduces young people to aviation, often for the first
time, and in a very hands-on way. During an orientation flight, these cadets will actually fly the airplane under the careful supervision of a
cadet orientation pilot. In the Ashville Composite Squadron there is a somewhat unique program offered at the squadron level, the Ashville
Flight Academy, where cadets who qualify are trained to their first solo. CAP 3210 served very well in that capacity, as well. And so it went
for 25 years, soaring through the skies of North Carolina. Whether it was a search for a missing aircraft or cadet flight training she served
well and never let her crew down.
One of those Asheville cadets was Nicholas Padleckas. Nick knew one thing from as early as seven years old – he wanted to fly. By age 14,
Cadet Padleckas had become a member of the Ashville Composite Squadron and it was there that he had his first experience actually manipulating the controls of an airplane. Lt Col Wally Courtney, a retired Navy Captain who flew P-3C Orions, gave Nick his first orientation
flight and from that moment there was no turning back. The airplane used for that milestone flight was CAP 3210. Nick went on to earn
the priviledge of participating in the Ashville Flight Academy where he started the process of learning to fly. On his 16th birthday, March
17, 2008, Capt Rocky Flemming, Nick’s instructor, released him and Nick soloed, and again it was in CAP 3210. Muscle and metal came together as one and they ventured aloft, each completely dependent on the other. There are many first’s in a person’s life but few rival this
moment. And thus began a relationship between man and machine that only those who fly, can really appreciate.
Cadet Padleckas went on to finish his pilot’s license with the support of many in North Carolina Wing especially Capt Flemming and Lt Col
Rich Augur, a retired USAF RF-4C Phantom II pilot, who taught him more about leadership than any book ever could, and CAPT Courtney
who gave him his very first flight in a CAP aircraft. Nick also earned a Flight Fellowship from the fraternal organization of military pilots –
The Order of Dandelions which helped him in his pursuit of his wings. Nick distinguished himself as a cadet and achieved the rank of C/
Major and earned an appointment to the US Naval Academy at Annapolis. After graduation in the Class of 2014, he went on to flight school
and eventually earned those wings of gold. While Nick is very quick to acknowledge the support he received from many, the one person
who consistently has been the “wind beneath his wings” is his mother, Melody Henry who drove him an hour and fifteen minutes each way
to attend meetings, participate in training and to fly throughout his cadet career. He would not have been able to accomplish all that he
accomplished without her love, sacrifice and support. Nick’s participation in the Civil Air Patrol exemplified not only the rich opportunities
this organization presents for a young person, but also the remarkable leaders that are developed in the cadet program.
By this time, CAP 3210 was starting to show her age. She had flown over 6,000 hours in 25 years of service. Once the glistening pride of a
very active squadron, she was beginning to exhibit the wear and tear and the scars of a life well-lived. The control yoke was highly polished
by hundreds of sweating hands tightly gripping handles through thousands of landings and take-offs, stalls and steep turns, dark nights and
glorious sunrises. The paint was fading, the wings a bit out of rig due to a mishap, popped rivets and leaky tanks, the radios not quite right
anymore. The fabric on the seats was worn to the springs. She had reached the end of her useful life in the Civil Air Patrol she served so
well. Hundreds of young people got their first taste of flight in her, many like Nick, slipped the surly bonds alone for the very first time in
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her and realized their dreams in her. She did yeoman’s labor in the emergency services realm with
several “Finds”. But those days were gone and it was time to retire her from service. In September of
2011, 26 years after she rolled out of the hangar in Wichita, her CAP radios and DF unit were pulled,
the trefoil and bars spray-painted over and she was auctioned off…
It was just at this time that Rich Lee of Fallbrook Senior Squadron 87 was in the market for an airplane.
If Nick Padleckas is the epitome of the high achieving CAP cadet who has gone on to great things, Maj
Rich Lee is the epitome of the senior member for whom service is a way of life. With a formidable skillset, outstanding attitude, rock-solid integrity and strong leadership, Rich exemplifies the qualities expected of a CAP senior member. Achieving every Level of Professional Development at the earliest
date, he has become an extremely valuable member in Emergency Services, IT and Safety. Always
there, always ready to serve in any capacity, Rich participates at all levels from Squadron (and more
than one squadron, at that) to National in a tangible, meaningful way.
Rich was looking for a good platform with which to continue his flight training, specifically to get his
insrument rating. A very active member of Fallbrook Senior Squadron 87, Rich was already a pilot and
Misson Observer who was very familiar with the CAP cockpit. He also knew from his squadron experience that the CAP maintenance was excellent and that aircraft that had served in the organization were
more than likely to be well maintained. He did a little research and found N99700 (formerly CAP 3210)
up for auction. With faded paint, a run out engine and a number of squawks, it would take someone
with a descerning eye to pick her over other birds that were available. Rich had that eye and was able
to secure ownership of his first airplane, Cessna Skyhawk N99700.
After doing an engine overhaul and other repairs, Rich had N99700 transported to McClellan-Palomar
Airport (KCRQ) her new home. Little by little, Rich worked hard on 700 and with time she shed her
tired look, gaining a new interior and a beautiful new paint job (though Rich was reluctant to lose that
CAP red, white and blue). The new livery is that of a Republic of China Air Force trainer, including the
blue and white striped tail most well-known to Americans from the AVG Flying Tigers of World War II
fame. Since arriving in southern California she has served well, giving flights to those who otherwise
would never have had the opportunity, working as a great traveling time machine, rising above the
infamous California traffic and providing the platform for Rich to earn his instrument rating. In addition
to the new look, the once used-up workhorse has a new life and continues to spend a lot of time in her
element, the low altitude/low mach regime. The ops tempo of her current life is much more relaxed
and she manages to get to some very nice airports.
Then a rather remarkable thing happened. On July 31, Rich finished up supporting the E-Tech National Cadet Activity in Irvine,
CA and decided he needed to go flying. Since many of his squadron mates were participating in the Airborne Photography DREX
held at Gillespie Field in south San Diego County that weekend,
he decided that would be a great destination. So he fired up
N99700 and flew to Gillespie, parking among the CAP 182’s and
206’s on the ramp where the exercise was being staged. Moments later CAP 498, a U206 taxied in after flying a two-faceted
mission that included Airborne Photography targets and approximately 45 minutes of electronic search for a practice beacon. The
pilot was working on his search skills preparatory for a pending
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Below: SM Nick Padleckas
checks out N99700.
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F91 Mission Pilot checkride, having only been in the squadron for approximately 4 months. As the
U206 pulled up to the ramp to park, the sterile cockpit was destroyed by exclamations from the pilot,
LTJG Nick Padleckas! The same Nick Padleckas who flew in 700 for the first time 10 years previously in
Ashville, NC. When Nick pulled up to the ramp he immediately recognized the tail number and while
N99700 with her new paint job did not resemble the airplane he called CAP 3210, he knew her just the
same. Nick is a new H-60 helicopter pilot assigned to NAS North Island and had rejoined CAP as a senior to fly… when he wasn’t flying. His journey has taken him from Annapolis, MD to Pensacola, FL to
Corpus Christi, TX and finally to San Diego, CA. This North Carolinian, now a new member of San Diego
Squadron 57, has been fast-tracking to get his qualifications with the goal of becoming an effective CAP
Mission Pilot. Nick’s primary mission as a Navy pilot is search and rescue and the benefits to both organizations are obvious. One can only imagine the thrill of being reunited with the same bird that
opened a previously unknown world to him that is now his life. After Nick spent some time checking
out his old steed, it was agreed that in the very near future, Nick was going to complete the reunion
with a flight in old CAP 3210 in the skies over San Diego County.
This has been a story of an unlikely reunion between a young Navy pilot and the airplane he first flew
separated by thousands of miles and several years. While compelling, there is a different dimension to
the experience. The moment brought together Nick, who seized every opportunity presented by the
CAP Cadet Program, to realize his dreams; Rich, who has found the perfect way to serve and give back
to his community and nation in a meaningful way and the instrument that allows this to happen, a Civil
Air Patrol airplane. It is worth noting that Lt Col’s Wally Courtney, Rocky Flemming, Rich Augur and Maj
Rich Lee have no doubt had similar influence on other young cadets, guiding them to within grasping
reach of their dreams. Where else can a young person be presented with such great opportunities or a
mature person be given the opportunity to serve in such a meaningful way and the great resources to
do so?
Soon, a newly-minted cadet orientation pilot will give his first orientation flight to a young cadet at Gillespie Field. 2d Lt Nick Padleckas will now have the priviledge of helping a young person discover flight
and perhaps fan similar dreams. In the meantime, N99700 spends her time leisurley sailing the skies of
southern California…

Maj Lee and SM Padleckas

SM Nick Padleckas and his logbook.
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ELT Find

Meeting Notes
12 Oct 2016 - The before meeting dinner was held at
the picnic tables at Fallbrook Airpark, We did our
second favorite thing to do, watch other people fly
airplanes. The flight jackets came out as the air became cool for the first time since spring.
Then it was on to a standing room only meeting at
the Scout Shack.
Capt Fred Clark presented this week's "Stupid Things I've Done in an
Airplane". By sharing the lessons we have learned in the airplane we
all become better pilots and aircrew. Thanks Fred.

Capt Parker reminded us to
stay hydrated throughout
the day. The morning is the
most critical time to get the water in, right after we wake
from sleep, the longest period without water. Capt Parker’s
presentation was so effective that Capt Rote needed a drink.
Thanks Steve.

Upcoming Events:
19 Nov 2016 - O-Rides at L18
16-30 Nov - Group 8 WMAO Duty
23 Nov 2016 - No Squadron Meeting - Thanksgiving is the next day
30 Nov 2016 - SQ-87 Meeting (only change in calendar this year)
10 Dec 2016 - Toys for Tots at KRNM
11-12 Dec 2016 - Tri-State Exercise
14 Dec 2016 - SQ-87 Holiday Party (Mark your calendar)
Preflight Brief – If you have an interesting story to tell that is SQ-87 or aviation related and would like
to share it with the CAP community, please drop an e-mail to Lt Camp at gerald.camp@cawgcap.org.

Published by SQ-87, PAO Staff: the membership of CAP SQ-87.
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6 Oct 2016 - An alert went out
this morning to search for an
ELT in the Palmdale Area. At
1300 hrs. the Crew of Maj Roy
Knight, Maj Stu Oster and
Capt Bill Rote launched in CAP
-403. They chased the signal
to Fort Irwin. They tracked the
signal to an Army AH-64 in the
area for maneuvers. Way to
save the Army! Non-Distress
finds were credited to our
crew. Outstanding Job Gentlemen!

